
rgw - Backport #16182

jewel: backport static sites fixes master->jewel

06/07/2016 08:27 PM - Robin Johnson

Status: Resolved Spent time: 0.00 hour

Priority: High   

Assignee: Robin Johnson   

Target version: v10.2.3   

Release: jewel Crash signature (v2):  

Crash signature (v1):    

Description

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/10693

Related issues:

Copied from rgw - Feature #15975: RGW bucket name logic should fall back to H... Resolved 05/20/2016

History

#1 - 06/08/2016 04:50 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to Feature #15975: RGW bucket name logic should fall back to HTTP hostname added

#2 - 06/08/2016 04:50 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to deleted (Feature #15975: RGW bucket name logic should fall back to HTTP hostname)

#3 - 06/08/2016 04:50 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied from Feature #15975: RGW bucket name logic should fall back to HTTP hostname added

#4 - 06/08/2016 04:51 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Tracker changed from Bug to Backport

- Description updated

- Target version deleted (v10.2.2)

original description

The staticsites code has 4 commits on master needing backporting to Jewel.

fcb3cf169f1fa7cf878eb154dc3f1ff78e278056

7cbb63bb748c4c78c02926acb4ad9bcea5593695

2fd7bc8cbe4a2e23553e716ce0be75937853e07b

fd35ad001c9430753cc2b1f91a7d48f591c6754e

Plus one PR waiting for merging in master:

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/9354

Will put together PR shortly.

#5 - 06/08/2016 04:54 AM - Nathan Cutler

Hi Robin: Thanks for creating this ticket and doing the backport. I took the liberty of adapting the ticket to the backporting workflow so it shows up in
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https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/10693
https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/9354


our custom searches, etc. I linked it with the master issue #15975 - are there any other issues (especially those flagged for backport) that need to be

linked?

#6 - 06/08/2016 06:51 AM - Robin Johnson

No other RGW issues that I'm aware of, but I see the other tickets from the listed commits aren't closed yet despite being merged.

#7 - 06/08/2016 09:03 AM - Nathan Cutler

fcb3cf169f1fa7cf878eb154dc3f1ff78e278056 2fd7bc8cbe4a2e23553e716ce0be75937853e07b fd35ad001c9430753cc2b1f91a7d48f591c6754e are

the three commits of https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/8669 which has http://tracker.ceph.com/issues/15532 -> I marked this tracker issue as

resolved and unflagged the jewel backport so you can go ahead and backport those here.

7cbb63bb748c4c78c02926acb4ad9bcea5593695 is https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/8633 http://tracker.ceph.com/issues/15531 -> this one already

has a backport tracker issue http://tracker.ceph.com/issues/15841 and the backport PR https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/9099 is still open.

#8 - 08/11/2016 07:03 PM - Loïc Dachary

- Release deleted (master)

- Release set to jewel

#9 - 08/11/2016 07:03 PM - Loïc Dachary

- Subject changed from backport static sites fixes master->jewel to jewel: backport static sites fixes master->jewel

#10 - 08/17/2016 04:43 PM - Loïc Dachary

- Description updated

- Status changed from New to Resolved

- Target version set to v10.2.3
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